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Abstract. This paper answers a question raised by Grothendieck

in 1970 on the ”Grothendieck closure” of an integral linear group

and proves a conjecture of the first author made in 1980. We

do this by a detailed study of the congruence topology of arith-

metic groups, obtaining along the way, an arithmetic analogue of

a classical result of Chevalley for complex algebraic groups. As an

application we also deduce a group theoretic characterization of

thin subgroups of arithmetic groups.

0. Introduction

If ϕ : G1 → G2 is a polynomial map between two complex vari-

eties, then in general the image of a Zariski closed subset of G1 is not

necessarily closed in G2. But here is a classical result:

Theorem (Chevalley). If ϕ is a polynomial homomorphism between

two complex algebraic groups then ϕ(H) is closed in G2 for every closed

subgroup H of G1.

There is an arithmetic analogue of this issue: Let G be a Q-algebraic

group, let Af = Π∗p primeQp be the ring of finite ádeles over Q. The

topology of G(Af ) induces the congruence topology on G(Q). If K is

compact open subgroup then Γ = K ∩ G(Q) is called a congruence

subgroup of G(Q). This defines the congruence topology on G(Q) and

all its subgroups. A subgroup of G(Q) which is closed in this topology

is called congruence closed. If ∆ is a subgroup of G commensurable to

Γ, it is called an arithmetic group.

Now, if ϕ : G1 → G2 is a Q-morphism between two Q-groups, which

is a surjective homomorphism (as C-algebraic groups) then the image

of an arithmetic subgroup ∆ of G1 is an arithmetic subgroup of G2

([Pl-Ra, Theorem 4.1 p. 174]), but the image of a congruence subgroup

is not necessarily a congruence subgroup, i.e., the direct analogue of

Chevalley Theorem does not hold. It is well known that SLn(Z) has

congruence subgroups whose image under the adjoint map SLn(Z) →
PSLn(Z) ↪→ Aut(Mn(Z)) are not congruence subgroups (see [Ser] and
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Proposition 2.1 below for an exposition and explanation). Still, in this

case, if Γ is a congruence subgroup of SLn(Z), then ϕ(Γ) is a normal

subgroup of ϕ(Γ), the (congruence) closure of ϕ(Γ) in PSLn(Z), and

the quotient is a finite abelian group. Our first technical result says

that the general case is similar. It is especially important for us that

when G2 is simply connected, the image of a congruence subgroup of

G1 is a congruence subgroup in G2 (see Proposition 0.1 (ii) below).

Before stating the result, we give the following definition and set

some notations for the rest of the paper:

Let G be a linear algebraic group over C, G0 - its connected com-

ponent, and R = R(G) - its solvable radical, i.e. the largest connected

normal solvable subgroup of G. We say that G is essentially simply

connected if Gss := G0/R is simply connected.

Given a subgroup Γ of GLn(Z), we will throughout the paper denote

by Γ0 the intersection of Γ with G0, when G0 is the connected com-

ponent of G - the Zariski closure of Γ. So Γ0 is always a finite index

normal subgroup of Γ.

The notion “essentially simply connected” will play an important role

in this paper due to the following proposition, which can be considered

as the arithmetic analogue of Chevalley’s result above:

Proposition 0.1. (i) If ϕ : G1 → G2 is a surjective (over C) al-

gebraic homomorphism between two Q-defined algebraic groups,

then for every congruence closed subgroup Γ of G1(Q), the image

ϕ(Γ0) is normal in its congruence closure ϕ(Γ0) and ϕ(Γ0)/ϕ(Γ0)

is a finite abelian group.

(ii) If G2 is essentially simply connected, and Γ a congruence subgroup

of G1 then ϕ(Γ) = ϕ(Γ), i.e., the image of a congruence subgroup

is congruence closed.

This analogue of Chevalley’s theorem, and a result of [Nori], [Weis]

enable us to prove:

Proposition 0.2. If Γ1 ≤ SLn(Z) is a congruence closed subgroup (i.e.

closed in the congruence topology) with Zariski closure G, then there

exists a congruence subgroup Γ of G, such that [Γ,Γ] ≤ Γ0
1 ≤ Γ. If

G is essentially simply connected then the image of Γ1 in G/R(G) is

actually a congruence subgroup.

We apply Proposition 0.1 (ii) in two directions:

(A) Grothendieck-Tannaka duality for discrete groups, and
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(B) A group theoretic characterization of thin subgroups of arithmetic

groups.

Grothendieck closure. In [Gro], Grothendieck was interested in the

following question:

Question 0.3. Assume ϕ : Γ1 → Γ2 is a homomorphism between

two finitely generated residually finite groups inducing an isomorphism

ϕ̂ : Γ̂1 → Γ̂2 between their profinite completions. Is ϕ already an

isomorphism?

To tackle Question 0.3, he introduced the following notion. Given a

finitely generated group Γ and a commutative ring A with identity, let

ClA(Γ) be the group of all automorphisms of the forgetful functor from

the category ModA(Γ) of all finitely generated A-modules with Γ action

to ModA({1}), preserving tensor product. Grothendieck’s strategy was

the following: he showed that, under the conditions of Question 0.3, ϕ

induces an isomorphism from ModA(Γ2) to ModA(Γ1), and hence also

between ClA(Γ1) and ClA(Γ2). He then asked:

Question 0.4. Is the natural map Γ ↪→ ClZ(Γ) an isomorphism for a

finitely generated residually finite group?

An affirmative answer to Question 0.4 would imply an affirmative

answer to Question 0.3. Grothendieck then showed that arithmetic

groups with the (strict) congruence subgroup property do indeed satisfy

ClZ(Γ) ' Γ.

Question 0.4 basically asks whether Γ can be recovered from its cat-

egory of representations. In [Lub], the first author phrased this ques-

tion in the framework of Tannaka duality, which asks a similar question

for compact Lie groups. He also gave a more concrete description of

ClZ(Γ):

(0.1) ClZ(Γ) = {g ∈ Γ̂|ρ̂(g)(V ) = V, ∀ (V, ρ) ∈ ModZ(Γ)}.

Here ρ̂ is the continuous extension ρ̂ : Γ̂ → Aut(V̂ ) of the original

representation ρ : Γ→ Aut(V ).

However, it is also shown in [Lub], that the answer to Question 0.4

is negative. The counterexamples provided there are the arithmetic

groups for which the weak congruence subgroup property holds but not

the strict one, i.e. the congruence kernel is finite but non-trivial. It

was conjectured in [Lub, Conj A, p. 184], that for an arithmetic group
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Γ, ClZ(Γ) = Γ if and only if Γ has the (strict) congruence subgroup

property. The conjecture was left open even for Γ = SL2(Z).

In the almost 40 years since [Lub] was published various counterex-

amples were given to question 0.3 ([Pl-Ta1], [Ba-Lu], [Br-Gr], [Py])

which also give counterexamples to question 0.4, but it was not even

settled whether ClZ(F ) = F for finitely generated non-abelian free

groups F .

We can now answer this and, in fact, prove the following surprising

result, which gives an essentially complete answer to Question 0.4.

Theorem 0.5. Let Γ be a finitely generated subgroup of GLn(Z). Then

Γ satisfies Grothendieck-Tannaka duality, i.e. ClZ(Γ) = Γ if and only

if Γ has the congruence subgroup property i.e., for some (and conse-

quently for every) faithful representation Γ → GLm(Z) such that the

Zariski closure G of Γ is essentially simply connected, every finite index

subgroup of Γ is closed in the congruence topology of GLn(Z). In such

a case the image of the group Γ in the semi-simple (simply connected)

quotient G/R is a congruence arithmetic group.

The Theorem is surprising as it shows that the cases proved by

Grothendieck himself (which motivated him to suggest that the duality

holds in general) are essentially the only cases where this duality holds.

Let us note that the assumption on G is not really restrictive. In

Lemma 3.6, we show that for every Γ ≤ GLn(Z) we can find an “over”

representation of Γ into GLm(Z) (for some m) whose Zariski closure is

essentially simply connected.

Theorem 0.5 implies Conjecture A of [Lub].

Corollary 0.6. If G is a simply connected semisimple Q-algebraic

group, and Γ a congruence subgroup of G(Q), then ClZ(Γ) = Γ if and

only if Γ satisfies the (strict) congruence subgroup property.

In particular:

Corollary 0.7. ClZ(F ) 6= F for every finitely generated free group on

at least two generators; furthermore, ClZ(SL2(Z) 6= SL2(Z).

In fact, it will follow from our results that ClZ(F ) is uncountable.

Before moving on to the last application, let us say a few words

about how Proposition 0.1 helps to prove a result like Theorem 0.5.
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The description of ClZ(Γ) as in Equation 0.1 implies that

(0.2) ClZ(Γ) = lim
←
ρ

ρ(Γ)

when the limit is over all (V, ρ) when V is a finitely generated abelian

group, ρ a representation ρ : Γ→ Aut(V ) and ρ(Γ) = ρ̂(Γ̂)∩Aut(V ) ⊆
Aut(V̂ ). This is an inverse limit of countable discrete groups, so one

can not say much about it unless the connecting homomorphisms are

surjective, which is, in general, not the case. Now, ρ(Γ) is the con-

gruence closure of ρ(Γ) in Aut(V ) and Proposition 0.1 shows that the

corresponding maps are “almost” onto, and are even surjective if the

modules V are what we call here “simply connected representations”,

namely those cases when V is torsion free (and hence isomorphic to Zn

for some n) and the Zariski closure of ρ(Γ) in Aut(C ⊗
Z
V ) = GLn(C)

is essentially simply connected. We show further that the category

ModZ(Γ) is “saturated” with such modules (see Lemma 3.6) and we

deduce that one can compute ClZ(Γ) as in Equation 0.1 by considering

only simply connected representations. We can then use Proposition

0.1(b), and get a fairly good understanding of ClZ(Γ). This enables us

to prove Theorem 0.5. In addition, we also deduce:

Corollary 0.8. If (ρ, V ) is a simply connected representation, then the

induced map ClZ(Γ)→ Aut(V ) is onto Clρ(Γ) := ρ(Γ) - the congruence

closure of Γ.

From Corollary 0.8 we can deduce our last application.

Thin groups. In recent years, following [Sar], there has been a lot

of interest in the distinction between thin subgroups and arithmetic

subgroups of algebraic groups. Let us recall:

Definition 0.9. A subgroup Γ ≤ GLn(Z) is called thin if it is of

infinite index in G ∩ GLn(Z), when G is its Zariski closure in GLn.

For a general group Γ, we will say that it is a thin group (or it has

a thin representation) if for some n there exists a representation

ρ : Γ→ GLn(Z) for which ρ(Γ) is thin.

During the last five decades a lot of attention was given to the study

of arithmetic groups, with many remarkable results, especially for those

of higher rank (cf. [Mar], [Pl-Ra] and the references therein). Much

less is known about thin groups. For example, it is not known if there

exists a thin group with property (T ). Also, given a subgroup of an

arithmetic group (say, given by a set of generators) it is difficult to
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decide whether it is thin or arithmetic (i.e., of finite or infinite index

in its integral Zariski closure).

It is therefore of interest and perhaps even surprising that our results

enable us to give a purely group theoretical characterization of thin

groups Γ ⊂ GLn(Z). Before stating the precise result, we make the

topology on ClZ(Γ) explicit. If we take the class of simply connected

representations (ρ, V ) for computing the group ClZ(Γ), one can then

show that ClZ(Γ)/Γ is a closed subspace of the product
∏

ρ(Clρ(Γ)/Γ),

where each Clρ(Γ)/Γ is given the discrete topology. This is the topology

on the quotient space ClZ(Γ)/Γ in the following theorem. We can now

state:

Theorem 0.10. Let Γ be finitely generated Z-linear group. Then Γ

is a thin group if and only if it satisfies (at least) one of the following

conditions:

(1) Γ is not FAb (namely, it does have a finite index subgroup with

an infinite abelianization), or

(2) ClZ(Γ)/Γ is not compact

Warning There are groups Γ which can be realized both as arith-

metic groups as well as thin groups. For example, the free group is an

arithmetic subgroup of SL2(Z), but at the same time a thin subgroup

of every semisimple group, by a well known result of Tits [Ti]. In our

terminology this is a thin group.

1. Preliminaries on Algebraic Groups over Q

We recall the definition of an essentially simply connected group:

Definition 1.1. Let G be a linear algebraic group over C with maximal

connected normal solvable subgroup R (i.e. the radical of G) and iden-

tity component G0. We say that G is essentially simply connected

if the semi-simple part G0/R = H is a simply connected.

Note that G is essentially simply connected if and only if, the quo-

tient G0/U of the group G0 by its unipotent radical U is a product

Hss × S with Hss simply connected and semi-simple, and S is a torus.

For example, a semi-simple connected group is essentially simply

connected if and only if it is simply connected. The group Gm × SLn
is essentially simply connected; however, the radical of the group GLn
is the group R of scalars and GLn/R = SLn/centre, so GLn is not
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essentially simply connected. We will show later that every group has

a finite cover which is essentially simply connected.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose G ⊂ G1 × G2 is a subgroup of a product of

two essentially simply connected linear algebraic groups G1, G2 over

C; suppose that the projection πi of G to Gi is surjective for i = 1, 2.

Then G is also essentially simply connected.

Proof. Assume, as we may, that G is connected. Let R be the radical

of G. The projection of R to Gi is normal in Gi since πi : G → Gi is

surjective. Moreover, Gi/πi(R) is the image of the semi-simple group

G/R; the latter has a Zariski dense compact subgroup, hence so does

Gi/πi(R); therefore, Gi/πi(R) is reductive and is its own commutator.

Hence Gi/πi(R) is semi-simple and hence πi(R) = Ri. Let R∗ = G ∩
(R1 ×R2). Since R1 ×R2 is the radical of G1 ×G2, it follows that R∗

is a solvable normal subgroup of G and hence its connected component

is contained in R. Since R ⊆ R1×R2, it follows that R is precisely the

connected component of the identity of R∗. We then have the inclusion

G/R∗ ⊂ G1/R1 ×G2/R2 with projections again being surjective.

By assumption, each Gi/Ri = Hi is semi-simple, simply connected.

Moreover G/R∗ = H where H is connected, semi-simple. Thus we

have the inclusion H ⊂ H1 ×H2. Now, H ⊂ H1 ×H2 is such that the

projections of H to Hi are surjective, and each Hi is simply connected.

LetK be the kernel of the mapH → H1 andK0 its identity component.

Then H/K0 → H1 is a surjective map of connected algebraic groups

with finite kernel. The simple connectedness of H1 then implies that

H/K0 = H1 and hence that K = K0 ⊂ {1} ×H2 is normal in H2.

Write H2 = F1 × · · · × Ft where each Fi is simple and simply con-

nected. Now, K being a closed normal subgroup of H2 must be equal

to
∏

i∈X Fi for some subset X of {1, · · · , t}, and is simply connected.

Therefore, K = K0 is simply connected.

From the preceding two paragraphs, we have that both H/K and

K are simply connected, and hence so is H = G/R∗. Since R is the

connected component of R∗ and G/R∗ is simply connected, it follows

that G/R = G/R∗ and hence G/R is simply connected. This completes

the proof of the lemma. �

1.1. Arithmetic Groups and Congruence Subgroups. In the in-

troduction, we defined the notion of arithmetic and congruence sub-

group of G(Q) using the adelic language. One can define the notion of

arithmetic (res. congruence) group in more concrete terms as follows.
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Given a linear algebraic group G ⊂ SLn defined over Q, we will say that

a subgroup Γ ⊂ G(Q) is an arithmetic group if is commensurable to

G∩ SLn(Z) = G(Z); that is, the intersection Γ∩G(Z) has finite index

both in Γ and inG(Z) . It is well known that the notion of an arithmetic

groups does not depend on the specific linear embedding G ⊂ SLn. As

in [Ser], we may define the arithmetic completion Ĝ of G(Q) as the

completion of the group G(Q) with respect to the topology on G(Q)

as a topological group, obtained by designating arithmetic groups as a

fundamental systems of neighbourhoods of identity in G(Q).

Given G ⊂ SLn as in the preceding paragraph, we will say that an

arithmetic group Γ ⊂ G(Q) is a congruence subgroup if there exists

an integer m ≥ 2 such that Γ contains the “principal congruence sub-

group” G(mZ) = SLn(mZ) ∩ G where SLn(mZ) is the kernel to the

residue class map SLn(Z)→ SLn(Z/mZ). We then get the structure of

a topological group on the group G(Q) by designating congruence sub-

groups of G(Q) as a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of identity.

The completion of G(Q) with respect to this topology, is denoted G.

Again, the notion of a congruence subgroup does not depend on the

specific linear embedding G→ SLn .

Since every congruence subgroup is an arithmetic group, there exists

a map from π : Ĝ → G which is easily seen to be surjective, and

the kernel C(G) of π is a compact profinite subgroup of Ĝ. This is

called the congruence subgroup kernel. One says that G(Q) has the

congruence subgroup property if C(G) is trivial. This is easily seen to

be equivalent to the statement that every arithmetic subgroup of G(Q)

is a congruence subgroup.

It is known (see p. 108, last but one paragraph of [Ra2] or [Ch]) that

solvable groups G have the congruence subgroup property. We will use

this frequently in the sequel.

Another (equivalent) way of viewing the congruence completion is

(see [Ser], p. 276, Remarque) as follows, let Af be the ring of finite

adeles over Q, equipped with the standard adelic topology and let Zf ⊂
Af be the closure of Z. Then the group G(Af ) is also a locally compact

group and contains the group G(Q). The congruence completion G of

G(Q) may be viewed as the closure of G(Q) in G(Af ).

Lemma 1.3. Let H,H∗ be linear algebraic groups defined over Q.
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(i) Suppose H∗ → H is a surjective Q-morphism. Let (ρ,WQ) be a

representation of H defined over Q. Then there exists a faith-

ful Q-representation (τ, VQ) of H∗ such that (ρ,W ) is a sub-

representation of (τ, V ).

(ii) If H∗ → H is a surjective map defined over Q , then the image

of an arithmetic group under the map H∗ → H is an arithmetic

subgroup of H.

(iii) If H is connected, then there exists a connected essentially simply

connected algebraic group H∗ with a surjective Q-defined homo-

morphism H∗ → H with finite kernel.

(iv) If H∗ → H is a surjective homomorphism of algebraic Q-groups

which are essentially simply connected, then the image of a con-

gruence subgroup of H∗(Q) is a congruence subgroup of H(Q).

Proof. Let θ : H∗ → GL(E) be a faithful representation of the linear

algebraic group H∗ defined over Q and τ = ρ⊕ θ as H∗-representation.

Clearly τ is faithful for H∗ and contains ρ. This proves (i).

Part (ii) is the statement of Theorem (4.1) of [Pl-Ra].

We now prove (iii). Write H = RG as a product of its radical R and

a semi-simple group G. Let H∗ss → G be the simply connected cover

of G. Hence H∗ss acts on R through G, via this covering map. Define

H∗ = RoH∗ss as a semi-direct product. Clearly, the map H∗ → H has

finite kernel and satisfies the properties of (iii).

To prove (iv), we may assume that H and H∗ are connected. If

U∗, U are the unipotent radicals of H∗ and H, the assumptions of (iv)

do not change for the quotient groups H∗/U∗ and H/U . Moreover,

since H∗ is the semi-direct product of U∗ and H∗/U∗ (and similarly

for H,U) and the unipotent Q-algebraic group U has the congruence

subgroup property, it suffices to prove (iv) when both H∗ and H are

reductive. By assumption, H∗ and H are essentially simply connected;

i.e. H∗ = H∗ss× S∗ and H = Hss× S where S, S∗ are tori and H∗ss, Hss

are simply connected semi-simple groups. Thus we have connected

reductive Q-groups H∗, H with a surjective map such that their derived

groups are simply connected (and semi-simple), and the abelianization

(H∗)ab is a torus (similarly for H).

Now, [H∗, H∗] = H∗ss is a simply connected semi-simple group and

hence it is a product F1×· · ·×Fs of simply connected Q-simple algebraic

groups Fi. Being a factor of [H∗, H∗] = H∗ss, the group [H,H] = Hss is a

product of a (smaller) number of these Fi’s. After a renumbering of the

indices, we may assume thatHss is a product F1×· · ·×Fr for some r ≤ s
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and the map π on H∗ss is the projection to the first r factors. Hence

the image of a congruence subgroup of H∗ss is a congruence subgroup

of Hss.

The tori S∗, S have the congruence subgroup property by a result

of Chevalley (as already stated at the beginning of this section, this is

true for all solvable algebraic groups). Hence the image of a congruence

subgroup of S∗ is a congruence subgroup of S. We thus need only prove

that every subgroup of the reductive group H of the form Γ1Γ2, where

Γ1 ⊂ Hss and Γ2 ⊂ S are congruence subgroups, is itself a congruence

subgroup of H. We use the adelic form of the congruence topology, as

discussed in Subsection 1.1. Suppose K is a compact open subgroup of

the H(Af ) where Af is the ring of finite adeles. The image of H(Q)∩K
under the quotient map H → Hab = S is a congruence subgroup in

the torus S and hence H(Q)∩K ′ ⊂ (Hss(Q)∩K)(S(Q)∩K) for some

possibly smaller open subgroup K ′ ⊂ H(Af ). This proves (iv).

�

2. The Arithmetic Chevalley Theorem

In this section, we prove Proposition 0.1. Assume that ϕ : G1 → G2

is a surjective morphism of Q-algebraic groups. We are to prove that

ϕ(Γ0) contains the commutator subgroup of a congruence subgroup of

G2(Q) containing it.

Before starting on the proof, let us note that in general, the image

of a congruence subgroup of G1(Z) under ϕ need not be a congruence

subgroup of G2(Z). The following proposition gives a fairly general

situation when this happens.

Proposition 2.1. Let π : G1 → G2 be a covering of semi-simple al-

gebraic groups defined over Q with G1 simply connected and G2 not.

Write K for the kernel of π, Kf for the kernel of the map G1(Af ) →
G2(Af ). Let Γ be a congruence subgroup of G1(Q) and H its closure

in G1(Af ). Then the image π(Γ) ⊂ G2(Q) is a congruence subgroup if

and only if KH ⊃ Kf .

Before proving the proposition, let us note that while K is finite, the

group Kf is a product of infinitely many finite abelian groups and that

Kf is central in G1. This implies

Corollary 2.2. (i) There are infinitely many congruence subgroups

Γi with π(Γi) non-congruence subgroups of unbounded finite index

in their congruence closures Γi.
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(ii) For each of these Γ = Γi, the image π(Γ) contains the commutator

subgroup [Γ,Γ], and is normal in Γ (with abelian quotient).

We now prove Proposition 2.1.

Proof. Let G3 be the image of the rational points of G1(Q):

G3 = π(G1(Q)) ⊂ G2(Q).

Define a subgroup ∆ to be a quasi-congruence subgroup if the inverse

image π−1(∆) is a congruence subgroup of G1(Q). Note that the quasi-

congruence subgroups of G3 are exactly the images of congruence sub-

groups of G1(Q) by π. It is routine to check that by declaring quasi-

congruence subgroups to be open, we get the structure of a topological

group on G3 . This topology is weaker or equal to the arithmetic

topology on G3 . However, it is strictly stronger than the congruence

topology on G3. The last assertion follows from the fact that the com-

pletion of G3 = G1(Q)/K(Q) is the quotient G1/K where G1 is the

congruence completion of G1(Q), whereas the completion of G3 with

respect to the congruence topology is G1/Kf .

Now let Γ ⊂ G1(Q) be a congruence subgroup and ∆1 = π(Γ); let

∆2 be its congruence closure in G3. Then both ∆1 and ∆2 are open in

the quasi-congruence topology on G3. Denote by G∗3 the completion of

G3 with respect to the quasi-congruence topology, so G∗3 = G1/K and

by ∆∗1,∆
∗
2 the closures of ∆1,∆2 in G∗3. We then have the equalities

∆2/∆1 = ∆∗2/∆
∗
1, ∆∗2 = ∆∗1Kf/K.

Hence ∆∗1 = ∆∗2 if and only if K∆∗1 ⊃ Kf . This proves Proposition

2.1.

The proof shows that ∆∗1 is normal in ∆∗2 (since Kf is central) with

abelian quotient. The same is true for ∆1 in ∆2 and the corollary is

also proved.

�

To continue with the proof of Proposition 0.1, assume, as we may (by

replacing G1 with the Zariski closure of Γ), that G1 has no characters

defined over Q. For, suppose that G1 is the Zariski closure of Γ ⊂
G1(Z). Let χ : G1 → Gm be a non-trivial (and therefore surjective)

homomorphism defined over Q; then the image of the arithmetic group

G1(Z) in Gm(Q) is a Zariski dense arithmetic group. However, the only

arithmetic groups in Gm(Q) are finite and cannot be Zariski dense in

Gm. Therefore, χ cannot be non-trivial.
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If we write G1 = R1H1 where H1 is semi-simple and R1 is the radical,

we may assume that H1 is simply connected, without affecting the

hypotheses or the conclusion of Proposition 0.1. Similarly, write G2 =

R2H2. Since ϕ is easily seen to map R1 onto R2 and H1 onto H2, it is

enough to prove the proposition for R1 and H1 separately.

We first note that if G is a solvable linear algebraic group defined over

Q then the congruence subgroup property holds for G(Z), i.e., every

finite index subgroup of G(Z) contains the kernel to the “reduction

homomorphism” G(Z) → G(Z/mZ) for some m > 1 (for a reference

see p. 108 , last but one paragraph of [Ra2] or [Ch]). Consequently,

by Lemma 1.3 (ii), the image of a congruence subgroup in R1 is an

arithmetic group in R2 and hence a congruence subgroup. Thus we

dispose of the solvable case.

In the case of semi-simple groups, denote by H∗2 by the simply con-

nected cover of H2. The map ϕ : H1 → H2 lifts to a map from H1 to

H∗2 . For simply connected semi-simple groups, a surjective map from

H1 to H∗2 sends a congruence subgroup to a congruence subgroup by

Lemma 1.3 (iv).

We are thus reduced to the situation H1 = H∗2 and ϕ : H1 → H2 is

the simply connected cover of H2. In this case, this is already proved

in Proposition 2.1. Thus Proposition 0.1 is proved, if Γ is a congruence

subgroup. We need to show that it is true also for the more general

case when Γ is only congruence closed. To this end let us formulate

the following Proposition which is of independent interest.

Proposition 2.3. Let Γ ⊆ GLn(Z), G its Zariski closure and Der =

[G0, G0]. Then Γ is congruence closed if and only if Γ ∩ Der is a

congruence subgroup of Der.

Proof. If there is no tori, i.e. Der = G0, this is proved in [Ve], i.e., in

this case a congruence closed Zariski dense subgroup is a congruence

subgroup. (Note that this is stated there for general G, but the as-

sumption that there is no toral factor was mistakenly omitted as the

proof there shows.)

Now, if there is a toral factor, we can assume G is connected, so

Gab = V × S where V is unipotent and S a torus. Now Γ ∩ [G,G]

is Zariski dense and congruence closed, so it is a congruence subgroup

by [Ve] as before. For the other direction, note that the image of Γ is

U × S, being abelian, is always congruence closed, so the Proposition

follows. �
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Now, we can end the proof of Proposition 0.1 for congruence closed

subgroups by looking at ϕ on G3 = Γ the Zariski closure of Γ and apply

the proof above to Der(G0
3). It also proves Proposition 0.2.

Of course, Proposition 2.3 is the general form of the following result

from [Ve] (based on [Nori] and [Weis]), which is, in fact, the core of

Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose Γ ⊂ G(Z) is Zariski dense, G simply con-

nected and Γ a subgroup of G(Z) which is closed in the congruence

topology. Then Γ is itself a congruence subgroup.

3. The Grothendieck closure

3.1. The Grothendieck Closure of a group Γ.

Definition 3.1. Let ρ : Γ → GL(V ) be a representation of Γ on a

lattice V in a Q-vector space V ⊗ Q. Then we get a continuous ho-

momorphism ρ̂ : Γ̂ → GL(V̂ ) (where, for a group ∆, ∆̂ denotes its

profinite completion) which extends ρ .

Denote by Clρ(Γ) the subgroup of the profinite completion of Γ,

which preserves the lattice V : Clρ(Γ) = {g ∈ Γ̂ : ρ̂(g)(V ) ⊂ V }. In

fact, for g ∈ Clg(Γ), ρ̂(g)(V ) = V , and hence Clρ(Γ) is a subgroup of

Γ̂. We denote by Cl(Γ) the subgroup

(3.1) Cl(Γ) = {g ∈ Γ̂ : ρ̂(g)(V ) ⊂ V ∀ lattices V }.

Therefore, Cl(Γ) = ∩ρClρ(Γ) where ρ runs through all integral repre-

sentations of the group Γ.

Suppose now that V is any finitely generated abelian group (not

necessarily a lattice i.e. not necessarily torsion-free) which is also a

Γ-module. Then the torsion in V is a (finite) subgroup with finite

exponent n say. Then nV is torsion free. Since Γ acts on the finite

group V/nV by a finite group via, say, ρ, it follows that Γ̂ also acts on

the finite group V/nV via ρ̂. Thus, for g ∈ Γ̂ we have ρ̂(g)(V/nV ) =

V/nV . Suppose now that g ∈ Cl(Γ). Then g(nV ) = nV by the

definition of Cl(Γ). Hence g(V )/nV = V/nV for g ∈ Cl(Γ). This

is an equality in the quotient group V̂ /V . This shows that g(V ) ⊂
V + nV = V which shows that Cl(Γ) preserves all finitely generated

abelian groups V which are Γ -modules.

By ClZ(Γ) we mean the Grothendieck closure of the (finitely gener-

ated) group Γ. It is essentially a result of [Lub] that the Grothendieck

closure ClZ(Γ) is the same as the group Cl(Γ) defined above (in [Lub],
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the group considered was the closure with respect to all finitely gen-

erated Z modules which are also Γ modules, whereas we consider only

those finitely generated Z modules which are Γ modules and which are

torsion-free; the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that these

closures are the same). From now on, we identify the Grothendieck clo-

sure ClZ(Γ) with the foregoing group Cl(Γ).

Notation 3.2. Let Γ be a group, V a finitely generated torsion-free

abelian group which is a Γ-module and ρ : Γ → GL(V ) the corre-

sponding Γ-action. Denote by Gρ the Zariski closure of the image ρ(Γ)

in GL(V ⊗ Q), and G0
ρ its connected component of identity. Then

both Gρ, G
0
ρ are linear algebraic groups defined over Q, and so is

Derρ = [G0
ρ, G

0
ρ].

Let B = Bρ(Γ) denote the subgroup ρ̂(Γ̂) ∩GL(V ). Since the profi-

nite topology of GL(V̂ ) induces the congruence topology on GL(V ), Bρ(Γ)

is the congruence closure of ρ(Γ) in GL(V ).

We denote by D = Dρ(Γ) the intersection of B with the derived

subgroup Derρ = [G0, G0]. We thus have an exact sequence

1→ D → B → A→ 1,

where A = Aρ(Γ) is an extension of a finite group G/G0 by an abelian

group (the image of B∩G0 in the abelianization (G0)ab of the connected

component G0).

3.2. Simply Connected Representations.

Definition 3.3. We will say that ρ is simply connected if the group

G = Gρ is essentially simply connected. That is, if U is the unipotent

radical of G, the quotient G0/U is a product H × S where H is semi-

simple and simply connected and S is a torus.

An easy consequence of Lemma 1.2 is that simply connected repre-

sentations are closed under direct sums.

Lemma 3.4. Let ρ1, ρ2 be two simply connected representations of an

abstract group Γ. Then the direct sum ρ1⊕ρ2 is also simply connected.

We also have:

Lemma 3.5. Let ρ : Γ → GL(W ) be a sub-representation of a rep-

resentation τ : Γ → GL(V ) such that both ρ, τ are simply connected.

Then the map r : Bτ (Γ)→ Bρ(Γ) is surjective.
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Proof. The image of Bτ (Γ) in Bρ(Γ) contains the image of Dτ . The

latter is a congruence subgroup of the algebraic group Derτ . The map

Derτ → Derρ is a surjective map between simply connected groups.

Therefore, by part (iv) of Lemma 1.3, the image of Dτ is a congruence

subgroup F of Dρ. Now, by Proposition 2.3, Dρ · ρ(Γ) is congruence

closed, hence equal to Bρ which is the congruence closure of ρ(Γ) and

Bτ → Bρ is surjective. �

3.3. Simply-Connected to General.

Lemma 3.6. Every (integral) representation ρ : Γ→ GL(W ) is a sub-

representation of a faithful representation τ : Γ → GL(V ) where τ is

simply connected.

Proof. Let ρ : Γ→ GL(W ) be a representation. Let Der be the derived

subgroup of the identity component of the Zariski closure H = Gρ of

ρ(Γ). Then, by Lemma 1.3(iii), there exists a map H∗ → H0 with finite

kernel such that H∗ is connected and H∗/U∗ = (H∗)ss× S∗ where H∗ss
is a simply connected semi-simple group. Denote by WQ the Q-vector

space W ⊗Q. By Lemma 1.3(i), ρ : H0 → GL(WQ) may be considered

as a sub-representation of a faithful representation (θ, EQ) of the cov-

ering group H∗.

By (ii) of Lemma 1.3, the image of an arithmetic subgroup of H∗ is

an arithmetic group of H. Moreover, one may choose a normal, torsion-

free arithmetic subgroup ∆ ⊂ H(Z) such that the map H∗ → H0 splits

over ∆. In particular, the map H∗ → H0 splits over a normal subgroup

N of Γ of finite index. Thus, θ may be considered as a representation

of the group N .

Consider the induced representation IndΓ
N(WQ). Since WQ is a rep-

resentation of Γ, it follows that IndΓ
N(WQ) = WQ⊗IndΓ

N(trivN) ⊃ WQ.

Since, by the first paragraph of this proof, WQ ⊂ EQ as H∗ modules,

it follows that WQ |N⊂ EQ and hence WQ ⊂ IndΓ
N(EQ) =: VQ. Write

τ = IndΓ
N(EQ) for the representation of Γ on VQ. The normality of N

in Γ implies that the restriction representation τ |N is contained in a

direct sum of θ(γNγ−1) of N -representations, where γ ∈ Γ/N .

Write Gθ|N for the Zariski closure of the image θ(N). Since Gθ|N has

H∗ as its Zariski closure and the group H∗ss is simply connected, each θ

composed with conjugation by γ is a simply connected representation

of N . It follows from Lemma 3.4 that τ |N is simply connected. Since
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simple connectedness of a representation is the same for subgroups

of finite index, it follows that τ , as a representation of Γ, is simply

connected.

We have now proved that there exists Γ-equivariant embedding of

the module (ρ,WQ) into (τ, VQ) where W,V are lattices in the Q-vector

spaces WQ, VQ. A basis of the lattice W is then a Q-linear combination

of a basis of V ; the finite generation of W then implies that there exists

an integer m such that mW ⊂ V , and this inclusion is an embedding

of Γ-modules. Clearly, the module (ρ,W ) is isomorphic to (ρ,mW ) the

isomorphism given by multiplication by m. Hence the lemma follows.

�

The following is the main technical result of this section, from which

the applications in the next sections are derived:

Proposition 3.7. The group Cl(Γ) is the inverse limit of the groups

Bρ(Γ) where ρ runs through simply connected representations and

Bρ(Γ) is the congruence closure of ρ(Γ). Moreover, if ρ : Γ → GL(W )

is simply connected, then the map Cl(Γ)→ Bρ(Γ) is surjective.

Proof. Denote temporarily by Cl(Γ)sc the subgroup of elements of Γ̂

which stabilize the lattice V for all simply connected representations

(τ, V ). Let W be an arbitrary finitely generated torsion-free lattice

which is also a Γ-module; denote by ρ the action of Γ on W .

By Lemma 3.6, there exists a simply connected representation (τ, V )

which contains (ρ,W ). If g ∈ Cl(Γ)sc, then τ̂(g)(V ) ⊂ V ; since Γ is

dense in Ĝ and stabilizesW , it follows that for all x ∈ Γ̂, τ̂(x)(Ŵ ) ⊂ Ŵ ;

in particular, for g ∈ Cl(Γ)sc, ρ̂(g)(W ) = τ̂(g)(W ) ⊂ Ŵ ∩ V = W .

Thus, Cl(Γ)sc ⊂ Cl(Γ).

The group Cl(Γ) is, by definition, the set of all elements g of the

profinite completion Γ̂ which stabilize all Γ stable torsion free lat-

tices. It follows in particular, that these elements g stabilize all Γ-

stable lattices V associated to simply connected representations (τ, V );

hence Cl(Γ) ⊂ Cl(Γ)sc. The preceding paragraph now implies that

Cl(Γ) = Cl(Γ)sc. This proves the first part of the proposition.

We can enumerate all the simply connected integral representations

ρ, since Γ is finitely generated. Write ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρn · · · , for the se-

quence of simply connected representations of Γ. Write τn for the
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direct sum ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ρn. Then τn ⊂ τn+1 and by Lemma 3.4 each

τ is simply connected; moreover, the simply connected representation

ρn is contained in τn.

By Lemma 3.5, it follows that Cl(Γ) is the inverse limit of the to-

tally ordered family Bτn(Γ); moreover, Bτn+1(Γ) maps onto Bτn(Γ). By

taking inverse limits, it follows that Cl(Γ) maps onto the group Bτn(Γ)

for every n. It follows, again from Lemma 3.5, that every Bρn(Γ) is

a homomorphic image of Bτn(Γ) and hence of Cl(Γ). This proves the

second part of the proposition. �

Definition 3.8. Let Γ be a finitely generated group. We say that Γ is

FAb if the abelianization ∆ab is finite for every finite index subgroup

∆ ⊂ Γ.

Corollary 3.9. If Γ is FAb then for every simply connected representa-

tion ρ, the congruence closure Bρ(Γ) of ρ(Γ) is a congruence subgroup

and Cl(Γ) is an inverse limit over a totally ordered set τn of simply

connected representations of Γ, of congruence groups Bn in groups

Gn = Gτn with G0
n simply connected. Moreover, the maps Bn+1 → Bn

are surjective. Hence the maps Cl(Γ)→ Bn are all surjective.

Proof. If ρ : Γ → GL(V ) is a simply connected representation, then

for a finite index subgroup Γ0 the image ρ(Γ0) has connected Zariski

closure, and by assumption, G0/U = H × S where S is a torus and H

is simply connected semi-simple. Since the group Γ is FAb it follows

that S = 1 and hence G0 = Der(G0). Now Lemma ?? implies that

Bρ(Γ) is a congruence subgroup of Gρ(V ).

The Corollary is now immediate from the Proposition 3.7. We take

Bn = Bτn in the proof of the proposition. �

We can now prove Theorem 0.5. Let us first prove the direction

claiming that the congruence subgroup property implies Cl(Γ) = Γ.

This was proved for arithmetic groups Γ by Grothendieck, and we

follow here the proof in [Lub] which works for general Γ. Indeed, if

ρ : Γ→ GLn(Z) is a faithful simply connected representation such that

ρ(Γ) satisfies the congruence subgroup property, then it means that the

map ρ̂ : Γ̂→ GLn(Ẑ) is injective. Now ρ (Cl(Γ)) ⊆ GLn(Z)∩ ρ̂(Γ̂), but

the last is exactly the congruence closure of ρ(Γ). By our assumption,

ρ(Γ) is congruence closed, so it is equal to ρ(Γ). So in summary ρ̂(Γ) ⊂
ρ̂ (Cl(Γ)) ⊆ ρ(Γ) = ρ̂(Γ). As ρ̂ is injective, Γ = Cl(Γ).
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In the opposite direction: Assuming Cl(Γ) = Γ. By the description

of Cl(Γ) in (0.1) or in (3.1), it follows that for every finite index sub-

group Γ′ of Γ Cl(Γ′) = Γ′ (see [Lub, Proposition 4.4]). Now, if ρ is a

faithful simply connected representation of Γ, it is also such for Γ′ and

by Proposition 3.6, ρ (Cl(Γ)) is congruence closed. In our case it means

that for every finite index subgroup Γ′, ρ(Γ′) is congruence closed, i.e.

ρ(Γ) has the congruence subgroup property.

4. Thin Groups

Let Γ be a finitely generated Z-linear group, i.e. Γ ⊂ GLn(Z), for

some n. Let G be its Zariski closure in GLn(C) and ∆ = G ∩GLn(Z).

We say that Γ is a thin subgroup of G if [∆ : Γ] =∞, otherwise Γ is an

arithmetic subgroup of G. In general, given Γ, (say, given by a set of

generators) it is a difficult question to determine if Γ is thin or arith-

metic. Our next result gives, still, a group theoretic characterization

for the abstract group Γ to be thin. But first a warning: an abstract

group can sometimes appear as an arithmetic subgroup and sometimes

as a thin subgroup. For example, the free group on two generators

F = F2 is a finite index subgroup of SL2(Z), and so, arithmetic. But

at the same time, by a well known result of Tits asserting that SLn(Z)

contains a copy of F which is Zariski dense in SLn [Ti]; it is also thin.

To be precise, let us define:

Definition 4.1. A finitely generated Z-linear group Γ is called a thin

group if it has a faithful representation ρ : Γ → GLn(Z) for some

n ∈ Z, such that ρ(Γ) is of infinite index in ρ(Γ)
Z
∩ GLn(Z) where

ρ(Γ)
Z

is the Zariski closure of Γ in GLn. Such a ρ will be called a thin

representation of Γ.

We have assumed that i : Γ ⊂ SLn(Z). Assume also, as we may

(see Lemma 3.6) that the representation i is simply connected. By

Proposition 3.7, the group Cl(Γ) is the subgroup of Γ̂ which preserves

the lattices Vn for a totally ordered set (with respect to the relation of

being a sub representation) of faithful simply connected integral rep-

resentations (ρn, Vn) of Γ with the maps Cl(Γ)→ Bn being surjective,

where Bn is the congruence closure of ρn(Γ) in GL(Vn). Hence, Cl(Γ)

is the inverse limit (as n varies) of the congruence closed subgroups Bn

and Γ is the inverse limit of the images ρn(Γ). Equip Bn/ρn(Γ) with the

discrete topology. Consequently, Cl(Γ)/Γ is a closed subspace of the

Tychonov product
∏

n(Bρn/ρn(Γ)). This is the topology on Cl(Γ)/Γ

considered in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.2. Let Γ be a finitely generated Z-linear group, i.e. Γ ⊆
GLm(Z) for some n. Then Γ is not a thin group if and only if Γ

satisfies both of the following two properties:

(a) Γ is an FAb group (i.e. for every finite index subgroup Λ of Γ,

Λ/[Λ,Λ] is finite), and

(b) The group Cl(Γ)/Γ is compact

Proof. Assume first that Γ is a thin group. If Γ is not FAb we are

done. So, assume Γ is FAb. We must now prove that Cl(Γ)/Γ is

not compact. We know that Γ has a faithful thin representation ρ :

Γ → GLn(Z) which in addition, is simply connected. This induces

a surjective map (see Corollary 4.1) Cl(Γ) → Bρ(Γ) where Bρ(Γ) is

the congruence closure of ρ(Γ) in GLn(Z). As Γ is FAb,Bρ(Γ) is a

congruence subgroup, by Corollary 3.11. But as ρ is thin, so ρ(Γ) has

infinite index in Bρ(Γ). Thus, Cl(Γ)/Γ is mapped onto the discrete

infinite quotient space Bρ(Γ)/ρ(Γ). Hence Cl(Γ)/Γ is not compact.

Assume now Γ is not a thin group. This implies that for every faith-

ful integral representation ρ(Γ) is of finite index in its integral Zariski

closure. We claim that Γ/[Γ,Γ] is finite. Otherwise, as Γ is finitely

generated, Γ is mapped on Z. The group Z has a Zariski dense integral

representation τ into Ga×S where S is a torus; take any integral matrix

g ∈ SLn(Z) which is neither semi-simple nor unipotent, whose semisim-

ple part has infinite order. Then both the unipotent and semisimple

part of the Zariski closure H of τ(Z) are non trivial and H(Z) cannot

contain τ(Z) as a subgroup of finite index since H(Z) is commensurable

to Ga(Z)×S(Z) and both factors are non trivial and infinite. The rep-

resentation ρ× τ (where ρ is any faithful integral representation of Γ)

will give a thin representation of Γ. This proves that Γ/[Γ,Γ] is finite.

A similar argument (using an induced representation) works for every

finite index subgroup, hence Γ satisfies FAb.

We now prove that Cl(Γ)/Γ is compact. We already know that Γ is

FAb, so by Corollary 3.9, Cl(Γ) = lim
←
Bρn(Γ) when Bn = Bρn(Γ) are

congruence groups with surjective homomorphisms Bn+1 → Bn. Note

that as Γ has a faithful integral representation, we can assume that all

the representations ρn in the sequence are faithful and

(4.1) Γ = lim
←−
n

ρn(Γ).
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This implies that Cl(Γ)/Γ = lim
←−
n

Bn/ρn(Γ). Now, by our assumption,

each ρn(Γ) is of finite index in Bn = Bρn(Γ). So Cl(Γ)/Γ is an inverse

limit of finite sets and hence compact. �

Remark. One direction of the theorem is true without the assumption

that Γ has a faithful integral representation. But not the other. In

fact, equation (4.1) is not true without the assumption that Γ has a

faithful integral representation. Take for example, a finitely generated

residually finite torsion groups (like the famous Golod-Shafarevitz or

Grigorchuk groups [Go], [Gri]). For such a group Γ, each ρn(Γ) is

finite and so lim
←−
n

ρn(Γ) = Γ̂ ⊃
6=

Γ. It is still true in this case that

Cl(Γ)/Γ = Γ̂/Γ is compact. We do not know, if the following stronger

version of Theorem 4.2 is valid: A finitely generated residually finite

group does not have a thin integral representation iff conditions (a)

and (b) of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.

5. Grothendieck closure and super-rigidity

Let Γ be a finitely generated group. We say that Γ is integral super-

rigid if there exists an algebraic group G ⊆ GLm(C) and an embedding

i : Γ0 7→ G of a finite index subgroup Γ0 of Γ, such that for every

integral representation ρ : Γ → GLn(Z), there exists an algebraic rep-

resentation ρ̃ : G → GLn(C) such that ρ and ρ̃ agree on some finite

index subgroup of Γ0. Note: Γ is integral super-rigid if and only if a

finite index subgroup of Γ is integral super-rigid.

Example of such super-rigid groups are, first of all, the irreducible

(arithmetic) lattices in high rank semisimple Lie groups, but also the

(arithmetic) lattices in the rank one simple Lie groups Sp(n, 1) and

F−20 (see [Mar], [Cor], [Gr-Sc]). But [Ba-Lu] shows that there are such

groups which are thin groups.

Now, let Γ be a subgroup of GLm(Z), whose Zariski closure is es-

sentially simply connected. We say that Γ satisfies the congruence

subgroup property (CSP) if the natural extension of i : Γ → GLm(Z)

to Γ̂, i.e. ĩ : Γ̂→ GLm(Ẑ) has finite kernel.

Theorem 5.1. Let Γ ⊆ GLm(Z) be a finitely generated subgroup sat-

isfying (FAb). Then

(a) Cl(Γ)/Γ is compact if and only if Γ is an arithmetic group which

is integral super-rigid.

(b) Cl(Γ)/Γ is finite if and only if Γ is an arithmetic group satisfying

the congruence subgroup property.
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Remarks. (a) Cl(Γ)/Γ finite is, in particular, compact, so Theorem 5.1

recovers the well known fact (see [BMS], [Ra2]) that the congruence

subgroup property implies super-rigidity.

(b) As explained in §2 (based on [Ser]) the simple connectedness is a

necessary condition for the CSP to hold. But by Lemma 3.6, if Γ

has any embedding into GLn(Z) for some n, it also has a simply

connected one.

We now prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof. : Assume first Cl(Γ)/Γ is compact in which case, by Theorem

4.2, Γ must be an arithmetic subgroup of some algebraic group G.

Without loss of generality (using Lemma 3.6) we can assume that G

is connected and simply connected, call this representation ρ : Γ→ G.

Let θ be any other representation of Γ.

Let τ = ρ⊕θ be the direct sum. The group Gτ is a subgroup of Gρ×
Gθ with surjective projections. Since both τ and ρ are embeddings of

the group Γ, and Γ does not have thin representations, it follows (from

Theorem 4.2) that the projection π : Gτ → Gρ yields an isomorphism

of the arithmetic groups τ(Γ) ⊂ Gτ (Z) and ρ(Γ) ⊂ Gρ(Z).

Assume, as we may, that Γ is torsion-free and Γ is an arithmetic

group. Every arithmetic group in Gτ (Z) is virtually a product of the

form Uτ (Z)oHτ (Z) where Uτ andHτ are the unipotent and semi-simple

parts of Gτ respectively (note that G0
τ cannot have torus as quotient

since Γ is FAb). Hence Γ∩Uτ (Z) may also be described as the maximal

nilpotent normal subgroup of Γ. Similarly for Γ ∩ Uρ(Z). This proves

that the groups Uτ and Uρ have isomorphic arithmetic groups which

proves that π : Uτ → Uρ is an isomorphism. Otherwise Ker(π), which a

Q-defined normal subgroup of Uτ , would have a non-trivial intersection

with the arithmetic group Γ ∩ Uτ .
Therefore, the arithmetic groups in Hτ and Hρ are isomorphic and

the isomorphism is induced by the projection Hτ → Hρ. Since Hρ is

simply connected by assumption, and is a factor of Hτ it follows that

Hτ is a product HρH where H is a semi-simple group defined over Q
with H(Z) Zariski dense in H. But the isomorphism of the arithmetic

groups in Hτ and Hρ then shows that the group H(Z) is finite which

means that H is finite. Therefore, π : H0
τ → Hρ is an isomorphism

which shows that the group H0
τ (Z)→ Hρ(Z) is an isomorphism. Then,

the map G0
τ → Gρ is also an isomorphism since it is a surjective mor-

phism between groups of the same dimension, and since Gρ is simply

connected.
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This proves that Γ is a super-rigid group.

In [Lub], it was proved that if Γ satisfies super rigidity in some

simply connected group G, then (up to finite index) Cl(Γ)/Γ is in 1-1

correspondence with C(Γ) = Ker(Γ̂ → G(Ẑ)). This finishes the proof

of both parts (a) and (b). �

Remark. In the situation of Theorem 5.1, Γ is an arithmetic group,

satisfying super-rigidity. The difference between parts (a) and (b), is

whether Γ also satisfies CSP. As of now, there is no known arithmetic

group (in a simply connected group) which satisfies super-rigidity with-

out satisfying CSP. The conjecture of Serre about the congruence sub-

group problem predicts that arithmetic lattices in rank one Lie groups

fail to have CSP. These include Lie groups like Sp(n, 1) and F(−20)
4 for

which super-rigidity was shown (after Serre had made his conjecture).

Potentially, the arithmetic subgroups of these groups can have Cl(Γ)/Γ

compact and not finite. But (some) experts seem to believe now that

these groups do satisfy CSP. Anyway as of now, we do not know any

subgroup Γ of GLn(Z) with Cl(Γ)/Γ compact and not finite.

For groups with no faithful representations over Z, this is certainly

possible. This will be the case for every Γ whose Z-representations

are all finite, e.g. torsion groups of Γ = SLn(Z[1
p
]). In these cases

Cl(Γ) = Γ̂ and so Cl(Γ)/Γ = Γ̂/Γ is compact (but not Hausdorff).
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